
SWEET PEAS

WHAT TO DO WITH YOUR SWEET PEA PLUGS

When you receive your plugs, unpack them 
straight away and stand them in water until the 
compost is moist. 

WHEN TO PLANT OUT YOUR SWEET PEAS?

Pot-up your sweet peas and keep in a 
greenhouse, or under fleece until all the risk of 
frost has passed, then plant out from late May.

HOW TO PLANT YOUR SWEET PEAS

Set up a support for the peas to climb on before 
planting. Then plant your sweet peas in well 
prepared, moist soil containing plenty of organic 
matter (ideally incorporated the previous autumn). 
You can also plant in pots of sufficient size - allow 
3-4 litres per plant - and with an ideal planting 
medium of 50% compost, 40% topsoil and 10% 
well-rotted manure. General-purpose compost will 
do however but produces fewer flowers.

Space sweet peas about 10-15 cm apart and about 5 cm from their supports. 
The hole should be deep enough to accommodate the longest root and the 
soil should come up to the level of the first side shoot. Use wire/netting/
twine between the supports so that the sweet pea can climb naturally. You 
will still need to tie them into the frame. They grow fast, so check every ten 
days or so.
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GROWING SWEET PEAS

The principal requirement is enough water - sweet peas are thirsty and 
hungry plants. So water well; the soil around sweet peas should never dry 
out. They also need light; sweet peas can cope with a little shade but flower 
better in full sun.

As the flowers develop pick them and then pick again, otherwise they 
start to form seedpods. Never let that happen as they will stop flowering 
altogether. Keep tying in and picking for as long as you can. See the website 
for more advice on training sweet peas: https://www.ashridgetrees.co.uk/
gardening-advice/advice/how-to-grow-sweet-peas

To maximise flowering, feed with a high potash and phosphate fertiliser 
during the growing season. (Sweet peas actually fix nitrogen from the air 
into the soil, so you don’t need more of that.) Home-made comfrey liquid or 
Tomorite are both ideal - and necessary if you are on sandy soil.
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